
months of trash non-stop. I later had a sweet Skype call with Myrthe and finally went to the supermarket to get some grocery. I will not mind to get my big room back, even after I all cleaned it
from the equipment I had hanging there. I am also quite okay now with all the traveling seeing that perhaps my future as a poor man again is quite near.

Today I woke up after sleeping rather intensively. At last I decided to get a month ticket for the commuter and travel to the university and later to August who is also busy this weekend and
prefers to go with his stepfather on his yacht. In this respect I feel that it is clear for me that I should have my base in the Netherlands, at least to minimize the distressful long distance
relationship. On the way to August I also finally decided to install the show room in my mountain shelter and do my case study there. I was not up for any academic writing today though and
when I got August at his school and he told me that they will go and live at his stepfather super villa I felt rather sure the gods want me to be poor in the coming period. I am waiting their design.
Anyway I did go and play football with August and later we walked to the supermarket to buy ingredients for a cake he needs to bake for his school. I tried to scrutinize his feeling of having me
at a distance but could not understand him. Now he is playing with little black Jonathan.

A day spent quasi entirely seated in front of the computer. I did take August to school but then got back to update thoroughly my project. When it was time to do some writings I felt very
frustrated but got over it and made myself most productive. Not only I cleaned my desktop but also prepared a plan to show Stina tomorrow in which I will present her my idea of the case study
in the mountains. That was quite relaxing in fact. Now August is home but already plays over at Tom so we really haven't got a chance to play together.

Yesterday I already wrote a journal entry but lost it while talking to Brett and Jacek. I met the latter after a nice meeting with Stina. We had lunch together and then made a design proposal for
the San Francisco show. We wish all the artist to contribute with a 60 by 60 centimeters graphic so that we can also show their works in other venues. In the evening with ate a salad with Brett
and then went out for a walk in the city although I really felt my eyes closing. 

Today I woke up in my little room and took the commuter to the university to scan my drawings using a big machine there. It was quite effective to go through many drawings at once but the
machine did make a few mistakes and also spitted out the drawings in a weird order at times. Later I went to Jacek to fetch my computer but did not stay there long since Brett seemed quite in her
lazy mood. The weather has been really awfully depressing but back at the university with no one around I managed some work. I first updated my project and then fixed a few things like writing
the blurb for a seminar in Utrecht at the end of the month. As usual I got quite frustrated when the time came to revise for the thirtieth time my thesis. Meantime I also prepared a partial back-up
of my project to send to the German young professor in Belgium who wished to test some computer learning algorithms. At last I am sending all this work to him not afraid of loosing my kid,
sending it on a basket down the stream to the household of power if this is what providence wishes me to do. Towards the end of the afternoon I did a section at the gym and also took a sauna and
shower and now I am heading home with a lot of the luggage I had a bit around these last weeks.

Another gray and cold spring day in Sweden. I did anyway sleep quite long enough and updated my project before unpacking the several bags I brought home yesterday from my little office. I
also talked a bit with Alberto but did not enjoyed much. Meantime Myrthe was traveling to Italy and my old Russian friend Pyotr messaged me that he was in town. After warming up some lunch
then I took off to the city. He was with another friend and it was a bit hard to get back to our old days talk. Also the photography museum where we ended up was a bit too mainstream but I
enjoyed spending my time in the bookstore discovering a few interesting photographers with something to tell. Now I am heading home and have a feeling I no longer want to leave here as my
virtues are deteriorating and the distance relationship is not helping.

Yesterday it was sunny in Sweden at last. August was on a bought with his stepfather and I prepared myself to leave for Italy. I packed a few clothes and my office in a bag saying bye to Kate
who is leaving Alberto for good to go to London to work as a low paid receptionist. The trip on the commuter and on the bus to the cheap airport down south was good. I also had to talk to a
young American and a Canadian for Montreal, entertaining my flight. It was nice to walk from the airport to the little town where I left my van and found it still perfectly functioning. Late at 

 place Myrthe was very welcoming and said that his father and girlfriend had a good chat with 

Yesterday morning Myrthe and I left quite promptly my mother's place, trying not to interfere with their working regime and then went to Vicenza city center for a nice breakfast before driving
to the smaller town of Thiene where we tried to get a sofa for the living room and a new fridge. It was Monday and every shop was close but the big ones with really nothing much to offer. We
then visited the small historical center and had a great pizza before heading to the nice villas in the neighbour hills. I had no clue there was such an idyllic place next to one of my ancestors'
settlements. Palladio built is very first villa there and Myrthe was completely astonished. We visited a villa's gothic park with beautiful trees and caves to then spend some nice time in front of
the actual villa dominating softly the valley with even a view on the river below, a perfect location. Myrthe really wanted to get a job there. We later drove quite quickly to Schio and got the
small fridge before roaming a bit in town where I got a cheap haircut. At last for dinner we were at Enrico and Lucia's place. Our new friends were super generous and friendly. They gave us
food and even the sofa we needed it giving me a little hope that Schio was the right choice for me to deposit my Archive.

Yesterday I woke up decently early to update my project and then went back to bad to caress Myrthe. After a milk and cookies breakfast we started dismantling the old sofa we had in the living
room and then spent some time cleaning Gianna's vegetable garden. She also gave us some coffee and we managed to eat some tortellini before going down to Schio to throw the bed in the dump
and go to Lucia to get the smaller bed sofa she offered us. On the way back we stopped to buy a lot of plants and bushes to plant in Gianna's garden. Back in the contrada Myrthe and I sat to
work removing roots and planting the new plants. She was happy as well as Gianna who got quite drunk in the meantime. In the evening Myrthe's father and his girlfriend were back from Venice
and we had a nice salad and risotto.

Today I woke up earlier than anyone else and started to update my project. The horizon was still very foggy but sunny so that when Myrthe, his father and his girlfriend woke up we decided to go
for a walk in the mountains. I had them to drive up the Novegno mountain and the beginning of the walk was a bit hard with the parents staying quite behind but then they got used to it and they
also seemed to like it despite the view being completely blocked. By noon we reached a shelter on the top and an old guy made a nice pasta for us. The nicest part was to continue walking on the
ridge of the mountain showing them the caves I already discovered in the winter. Myrthe's father was happy and we talked a bit before returning to our home. There I took a last nap with Myrthe
and she was super kind to drive me all the way to the airport now where I am waiting for my flight to London. She was really sweet despite eating a too heavy pizza on the river where I once
took August.

Today was intense landing in London in the middle of the night and trying to sleep at the airport. There were too many people doing so and I decided to take the bus to the city center even thoug
I did not have a jacket. It was cold and I walk the whole Oxford street to reach the fancy Russel Square that it was still night time. I then slept on the sofa in the reception and finally got a room
where I kept sleeping. I then walked to the conference place where I met old and new faces from the media and communication departments of Europe. I was quite okay seating for a long time
listening to presentations that were rather interesting although too politically oriented as if power can explain everything. I also got a call from Florian who had to tell me about his new lover... I
miss my friend!

Today was a bit plain here in London. I woke up quite early and updated my project in bed before revising my presentation. I then wen to  breakfast in the luxury hotel and took a refreshing walk
with a German researchers. I was one of the first to present but I don't think I could conceive my message and I probably should prepare more for my upcoming lectures. The questions and later
debate was good though and also some of the feedback. The buffet was vegetarian at last and the rest of the day I sat in the back of the classroom to plan the San Francisco exhibition. I now
might go out for a bit to take a walk before sitting again for hours in the restaurant.

Today was the last day in the luxury hotel here in London. I anyway had a light breakfast and then joined the small conference seminar. I did pretty well holding up to all the seating and managed
also to socialize a bit before going out for a little walk with some of the doctorate students. At a certain point I left them all behind and took a long walk by myself through the east part of town
passes Saint Paul and Tower Gate along the Thames river and then all the way in the far East where my cheap hostel was, a private room where I now am having after recored a bit of the poetry
lost in these last month of communicating my project to others. The other students wish me to go out but really now it became quite unusual for me to be able to have a quiet evening and take
care of my project. I am not sure if I became afraid of being alone. Certainly I need to bring more stability in my life and a long distance relationship has brought me quite some instability, with
also its good sides.  

Today I woke up in the filthy London hostel. Despite the traffic behind my head I was able to sleep quite long. I updated my project rather thoroughly and even got to Skype with Jacek about our
San Francisco show. I did not take the tube to go to town but again walked a long way along the Thames and over to the other side reaching after hours of march with my heavy backpack the
station of Waterloo where I met up with two German researchers. After dropping my bag at a storage place we took a walk in the crowd over to the parliament and then back to the station where
we sat out to eat a roll. We had a nice conversation and soon departed to two different airports. It took over an hour to reach mine but everything was on time and now I am flying back to Sweden
while reading and implementing the historical chapter of my thesis.

Today I was sleeping for quite a long time and woke up in my small apartment. I had no food for breakfast so I made some pasta to bring with me to the university and met Jacek there. We sat in
the library to work on the San Francisco show and then ate the pasta together before taking a small refreshing walk. The rest of the day we were in my small office writing. I was bored and even
felt asleep but then we got to play some table tennis and I kept in the gym to train. Now I am going home and the weather is cold and quite lonely.

I spent today entirely at home. I woke up and did my laundry as well as updated my project before talking briefly to Myrthe. I later kept organizing the San Francisco exhibition and wrote some
more of my thesis. I had lunch with Alberto and he talked about Sicily for some time and then I painted and felt good about it instead of getting frustrated waiting things over the internet. As I got
the news that my aunt Chiara has breast cancer, I talked to after months of silence. He went in the usual hate speech mode but I could also get nice things from him like the fact that
every evening he recalls a picture in his head with all the portraits of the relatives who have passed away. I also talked to sweet Myrthe and it feels rather decided that I should move to live with
her from the fall now that my PhD is rolling of its own and that August got so busy with his new rich set up.

I woke up today that I felt vibrant about all the work to do for the San Francisco exhibit. Different artists started sending in their work and things got rolling. I then went immediately to the
university gym updating my project only on the commuter. Later I went to Jacek's place and kept working on the exhibition feeling a bit hungry after hours of not eating. We then went to the
Arab supermarket to buy some ingredients for the gnocchi which I cooked. After eating we walked across Stockholm and went to a two hours seminar where I kept working to only socialize a
little later with the same old crowd. At last Jacek and I had some sushi and I had to wait a bit to get the train to go to August who is now waiting for me at home.

Today the sky was blue when I woke up. I was reassured about life in Sweden but soon the clouds came and the cold weather and the gray existence which here can go for weeks in a row.
August slept until eleven and I took the opportunity to update my project and write on my thesis even though today is holiday. As August played with little Tom I decided to at last try to rent my
apartment and within minutes I got hundreds of people calling me desperate. I opted for the second one and stopped answering my phone. Later August and I walked to the supermarket to do
some grocery and I felt that I got really affected by aggressive stupidity and I was now passing onto August. I shall really try to avoid his hate speeches from now on. In the afternoon I
kept writing as August started to have discussions with a friend regarding Emily, his very cute new sister. Later I wanted August to see some instructive movies and I found the nice story of a
little runaway Jew who lost his arm. 

Today I woke up too early and with a nightmare concerning August. Before he felt asleep yesterday he told me how much he wanted me to be with him more and that broke my heart. He is now
moving in a new villa with his mother and her rich man but he didn't seem so happy, or at least yesterday night since he was always euphoric about it. The thing is that I am always here sort of
waiting to see him but he often ends up following his new little family which I actually understand. I guess he is no so happy when his new brother and sister are at their mother's place but what
to do? I searched for solution online to rent something close to him but everything is overpriced. At last, after laying back with August for some hours, Liselott came to pick him to fly to the
tivoli in Denmark and I stayed in their apartment cleaning. After a shower and some leftovers I went to town. It was really cold in Stockholm, a good day to work at the main public library. So I
did, first rewriting my chapter for the Oxford University book and then producing more panels for the San Francisco exhibit. I actually produced panels for other artists like Brian and Davide.
Now I am meeting Jacek to a small event south of town.

Today it was really sunny and I woke up to find that the Arab girl who was supposed to check the apartment couldn't come (excuse?). Anyway I started contacting a few other people that wrote
me previously and a Romanian guy came to check it. It was too small for him but meantime I got a hold of a Greek woman. As she was still at work I went out for a walk where August and I
used to barbecue by the water. I felt a bit sad about the whole idea of leaving Sweden but did not really like it back in the city center where I bought some cardboards to store my archival boxes.
At home I talked to Alberto who felt a bit wounded of the fact that I gave him the moving out notice. He was right and I tried to help him but later anyway I finally met Maria, the Greek woman
and decided to just rent her the apartment since she is very straightforward and did not discuss my requirements. I felt a little depressed in the little room in the afternoon but at last I got out of it
and now I am packing my archival boxes and bringing them downstairs.

I woke up way too early but immediately got to work on my little room, removing the iron bed I built up with Lamin the first day we moved in. It was really like a prison in front of the window
and it was nice to remove it all together. I had a hard time getting in the work mood though given the terrible cold depressing weather outside but feel encourage by the idea that I will be soon
moving out of this country and my base will be where my heart is. At noon I made some pasta also for Alberto who seemed very open minded and had no resentment of the fact he will have to
move out. After a nap I went to Jacek's place to briefly update him on the San Francisco's exhibit as he is now on his way to Krakow to print all the submitted panels from the various artists. We
went to the train station together and there I worked for some time alone before Morris arrived from the airport. He has been exactly one year ago we have met in Amsterdam and also today we
had a lot to talk about our journaling practices. Despite the rain I walked him across the city center and into the South of town where we ate some expensive and heavy deer meat having much to
share on our past year.

Today it was nice to wake up in the little room now that I have removed the iron bed... it is less of a cage. It was early and I prepared to go to the university to update my project there now that I
don't have a table and even to go to the gym. I later had a two hours lecture and I did well although I did feel that the students were disappointed at least some as I really discomfort them with all
the graffiti art stuff and making themselves using their mobile phones to do QR codes etc. After some lunch with my German colleague who is also now pregnant I went back to my room to take
a little nap and then I painted a bit and started to fix my presentation for the seminar I will give in Utrecht in two days. Meantime I also chatted a lot with several people including Florian, Anne,
my mom and Jacek. All rolling.

Yesterday I had to wake up and go to the university where I had a full day of supervising my Swedish students. I carried two bags and a big cardboard box along to bring to the Netherlands and it
was quite challenging to go all the way up to my office. The supervisions went smooth though and I gave all the students a lot of inspiring thoughts and ideas contrary to my Swedish colleague
who kept telling them to think “politically”. In the free time, after getting a good supervision about my historical chapter from Stina, I kept working on the San Francisco show producing panels
for Daniel Peltz and Morris Villarroel... very good stuff but very exhausting for me to do manually to the point that when I was with all my luggage on my way to the airport with the commuter I
felt exhausted and got a shivering eye. Luckily no migraine sat in and I rested my head while on the bus. At the airport I treated myself well with aloe juice and a shrimp salad. I also got a nice
body lotion for Myrthe's birthday and the flight out of the Swedish terrible weather was pleasant. In Utrecht Myrtina was there, quite sick in fact but we had a nice night together also with the
prospect that we will soon live together.   

Today I woke up in the middle of the night and got up to update my project to then go back to bed with sweet little Myrthe. I slept very long later and woke up with even more dreams. Myrthe
was home and we spent time looking a bit around to buy. After she left I went to the park to train and back home I showered and got ready to go to the library where I rewrote the introduction
and the conclusions of my historical chapter. I also spent more time looking for other apartments and found a nice one at last when back home with Myrthe. This time in Amsterdam as the prices
are the same as in Utrecht. Tomorrow will see then if we can stir our destiny once more but it feels right that we have a place in nature and in the mountains in Italy and a place by the water and
in a big city in flat Holland.




